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Executive Summary
In order to establish a dedicated reader base, online news website The News Lens aims to drive traffic
directly to their website rather than via third-party social media, such as Facebook. Establishing this goal
involves selecting a list of featured articles to display on the homepage, which are most likely to be read
completely and aid in establishing a reader habit to primarily use The News Lens for its insights to
current events.
Using a linear regression and predictive data mining, we establish, based on the 752 articles of data
provided by The New Lens, a model that gives out predictive readability scores for any new articles. This
model has been chosen for its high performance and its ease to understand and apply. The predicted
scores can be sorted from highest to lowest, such that the highest scores are articles that are most likely
to be read to completion and create the desired user traffic to the website.
The model using the October 2017 data shows that changes in word count, certain authors, the number
of articles they write and changes in the category of the articles are related to changes in the likelihood
of an article to be read fully. Therefore, it would be prudent to review and revise the model regularly as
business activities and reader preferences change. For a more consistent and accurate model, it is
further suggested to apply a larger database spanning for example 6 months.
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Business Background
The News Lens is a company committed to bilingual online news articles with insight operating in Taiwan
and Hong Kong. Due to primarily functioning online, the website layout and design is a prime concern to
the editors at The News Lens.

Objective
The homepage must be engaging and draw readers to its best articles, so that the company becomes
their prime insight provider to current events and thus creating a sustainably growing reader base. In
order to achieve this goal, The News Lens needs to identify which articles to feature as highlight based
on which articles are most likely to be read. A majority of traffic directed towards the website stems
from Facebook. However, as it is currently, measuring the number of Facebook shares, page views and
likes is insufficient in determining the readability of an article (readability defined as likelihood to be
read to completion). By more accurately determining which articles have a better chance at being read
and thus create more returning user traffic, The News Lens aims to increase its reader loyalty by forming
a base of readers who come to The News Lens website regularly for insights on current news. A larger
reader base then signals a powerful impact on readers to potential sponsors in order to raise revenue.

Data Mining
Amongst the user data collected by the company is a readability score. This is a ratio between the
reading spending time (amount of time a webpage is viewed) and a reading scroll ratio (proportion that
the reader has scrolled through). The News Lens informed us that a readability score of 0.70 is
considered a benchmark score for a good and readable article. Therefore, the readability score is the
continuous output variable in the model to be determined. In order to develop a model which can show
the next most likely to be read articles to be featured under highlights, we employ a supervised and
forward-looking task that will help determine a ranking of the articles with top readability scores which
shall translate to the order in which articles should be layout on the website.

Data
The data provided included click stream data from website traffic, readability recorded data and article
metadata for October 2017. Although having received over 5 million lines in data, our objective to
predict the readability of the next online article constrained our dataset. The Clickstream Data contained
many illegal variables pertaining to how the articles were accessed and, as such, these features had
been eliminated during the cleaning process. Following a merger of the three datasets using page ID for
the article, our data contained 752 lines representing articles and a 68 columns despite reduction. Due
to the large amount of features compared to rows, we have applied feature selection as described in the
Solutions section.
An overview of the raw clickstream and readability data is provided in the appendix.
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Data Preparation
Missing values were handled by the data scientists at The News Lens directly. The focus of data
preparation for the team had been in processing, combining and deriving interesting variables as
potential predictors. Variables that contain duplicated information for each article and illegal variables
containing information unavailable at the time of publishing have been removed to allow predictive
modelling. This includes the majority of access information collected.
Derivative variables depending on existing features being collected such as the time of day and weekday
have been created from the publishing time stamp. In addition, we have applied text mining techniques
and obtained vectors specific to labels obtained through one-hot encoding, however these had been
inconclusive due to a lack of weighting to keywords and the time required to generate a hot-words
dictionary.
Finally, the readability and article data has been merged via page_id. The final data set contained a
significant amount of categorical predictors for which dummy variables had been created. The variable
Author_id contained 170 categorical outcomes and thus we have reduced these to 19 categories by
frequency.
A partition of 70-30 had been applied, such that 30% of the 752 lines representing articles have been
randomly selected as test set and the remaining 70% used in a cross-validation of 10 folds due to the
low number of articles available.
The final set of merged data appears as below:

Column O shows the continuous output variable: readability score.

Solution
In the development of the appropriate data mining model, we have applied a variety of methods on
several platforms, including XLminer and RapidMiner due to the function constraints of the former.
Initially we had run regression, KNN and regression tress on XLminer with a 50-30-20 data partition due
to XLminer limitations. However, due to the small amount of data versus number of predictors, we see
in the XLminer model scoring output that the models were either overfitting with exceedingly small
average errors or did not outperform the Naïve benchmark of the average readability score.
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In response, we employed RapidMiner to introduce cross validation to alleviate the problem of a small
dataset and select a smaller subset of features using feature optimization where a subset of predictors
had been selected using a supervised forward selection algorithm. Similar to before, we have then
created models using Linear Regression, KNN, and Regression Tree in addition to Random Forest, and
Ensemble to determine which of the models would perform best compared to the Naïve Rule and taking
into consideration the 0.7 benchmark set by The News Lens. As can be observed in the appendix
featuring RapidMiner Model Scores, the RMSE and average absolute errors of the RapidMiner models,
cross validation and feature optimization has created a better fit of models.
The selected final model is Linear Regression firstly due to its parsimony and transparency in conveying
relevant predictor variables. The Ensemble, although with a slightly higher performance contains a
multitude and mix of the above named models and the complexity to run it compared to the
insignificant improvement in error favors the following Linear Regression Model:

Model

- 8.84E-05 * word_num- 0.088 * main_category_id_23- 0.074 *
author_id_red_1- 0.323 * author_id_red_11- 0.149 * author_id_red_3+0.859

Naïve
RMSE

0.636099782

where main_category_id_23 refers to “Politics” and the several author IDs to specific authors as key
coded by The News Lens. An example of the top 11 highest predicted readability scores is shown in
appendix 6. Depending on the number of highlighted articles on the homepage required, the editor can
now choose which article to feature based on the highest readability score (likelihood to be read
completely).

Conclusive remarks
The solution provided depends on existing reader preferences to certain authors and categories, as
such, it is recommended to revise and retrain the model regularly as large relevant current events
happen and reader preferences or business activities change. We understand that the other methods
have sometimes provided different optimized features, such as time of day, weekday or number of
html_5 tags, which may also appear relevant when retraining the model with a larger article meta
dataset of, for example, 6 months. Therefore, we suggest a larger dataset over a longer period for a
more accurate and robust model.
In an analysis of the correlations between selected variables and the readability score output variable,
we note the strongest relevant correlation to be the negative correlation between word count and
readability, indicating that long articles are less likely to be completely read.
Other correlations of interest have been included in the appendix.
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Appendix
1. List of Variables as per final merged Dataset
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

rich_media includes photo, facebook post, twitter, etc.
p_gt20_num is the number of html tag “p” includes more than 20 words
h5_num is the number of html h5 tags
weekday represents the day of the week in which an articles was published
time of day has been derived from the time stamp of publishing to indicate whether an articles
was published during morning, day, evening or night.
Word count is the number of words in an article
is_sponsor , 1 if the article has been commissioned by a sponsor.
reading scroll ratio is a ratio of how much readers scroll down the article page
reading spending time represents how long the readers spend reading the article
readability score combines the performance of reading scroll ratio and reading spending time

2. Raw data examples prior to merger with article metadata
Clickstream Data:

Readability Data:
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3. XLminer Model Scoring Output

4. RapidMiner Model Scoring Output
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5. Linear Regression and Ensemble Residual Analysis

6. Predicted Readability Score Sorted from Highest to Lowest
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7. Correlations of Interest

↑Word Count vs. Readability correlation: Indicates shorter articles better chance at reading to completion.

↑Photo or Rich Media content seems not linked to Readability: Company mentioned they spend a lot of cost to produce the picture.
However, observing the behavior here, we can review cost and benefit of informatics again to see if it could gain benefit or not

← Night Articles vs Readability: Indicate Less reading
outside office hours. Company could set a post strategy
based on the behavior
↑ Sponsored Articles vs Readability: Indicate sponsored articles has lower readability.
Company need to think how to improve the readability, so that they can have a better
power to get more sponsors.
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